
#1698 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – Hitler (vs. the U.S.) 
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 
part 16, The historical link between and coupling of Hitler’s April 6, 1941, invasion of 
Greece (Operation Marita) and Hitler’s June 22, 1941, invasion of the Soviet Union 
(Operation Barbarossa) occurred because of the prophetic coupling of Hitler as a second 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes waxing great toward the South and toward the East 
 
Key Understanding #1: There was an historical relationship between and coupling of 
Hitler’s April 6, 1941, invasion of Greece (Operation Marita) and Hitler’s June 22, 1941, 
invasion of the Soviet Union (Operation Barbarossa). That historical link between and 
coupling of Operation Marita and Operation Barbarossa occurred in fulfillment of the 
prophetic coupling of Hitler as a second Antiochus IV Epiphanes waxing great toward the 
south and toward the east. 
 

Daniel 8:9 (KJV) And OUT OF ONE OF 
THEM [the competing second Syria, 
Germany] CAME FORTH A LITTLE 
HORN [Nazi Germany’s Adolf Hitler], which 
waxed EXCEEDING GREAT, toward THE 
SOUTH [Greece, through Operation Marita], 
and toward THE EAST [the Soviet Union, 
through Operation Barbarossa], and toward 
THE PLEASANT LAND.  

 

Key Understanding #2: Here is the abbreviated version of the historical relationship 
between Operation Marita and Operation Barbarossa: Originally scheduled for May 1941, 
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Operation Barbarossa did not commence until June 22, 1941, due to German troops being 
diverted to the fighting in Greece and the Balkans. 
 
Operation Marita’s impact on Operation Barbarossa. The normal historical analysis of the 
relationship between Nazi Germany’s April 6, 1941, invasion of Greece to the south and its 
subsequent June 22, 1941, invasion of the Soviet Union to the east is that the invasion of Greece 
to the south – which came about due to Mussolini’s failure to subdue Greece – delayed the May 
1941 originally planned start date of Operation Barbarossa. The 5-week delay became crucial 
because instead of Hitler’s troops fighting their way to arrive near Moscow, Leningrad, and 
Stalingrad in milder weather, it would be the cold and early Russian winter that would greet 
them. The most extreme and yet often taken position on this by historians is that this meant the 
difference between the success or the failure of the planned (and ultimately failed) German 
invasion of Russia, which in turn meant the difference between defeat or victory for the Allies in 
World War II. 
 
Here is #1698–Doc 1, an excellent (and longer) article titled Operation Barbarossa: Balkan 
Diversion. It is interesting (but not necessary) reading to see the relationship between Germany 
waxing great toward the south in Operation Marita and toward the east in Operation Barbarossa. 
 
Click here for #1698–Doc 1  Click here for the Original Source of #1698–Doc 1 
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http://kimmillerconcernedchristians.com/Unsealings/docs/1698_doc_1.pdf
http://www.germanwarmachine.com/operationbarbarossa/balkandiversion.htm
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